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Abstrat. The STAR detetor is well suited for investigating jet prodution at
RHIC. It has a large aeptane for both harged partiles and eletromagneti
radiation, so that reonstruted jets ontain a large fration of the partiles desending
from an initial hard sattered parton. Inlusive jets an be used to measure jT , whih
haraterizes the transverse jet shape. Di-jet angular distributions in d+Au and p+p
ollisions at RHIC provide a determination of intrinsi and nulear kT . The most
reent results from this analysis based on year 2003 d+Au and p+p data are presented
and ompared to results of a di-hadron orrelation study.
1. Introdution
Jet studies are of great importane for understanding Au+Au ollisions at RHIC and
the properties of the high density matter whih result from them. It is essential to
understand how the medium does or does not modify jet yields and jet shapes [1℄. The
results from d+Au and p+p ollisions provide the baseline for medium modiation
studies in Au+Au ollisions. For these simpler systems, jets an be examined in great
detail via full jet reonstrution. In ontrast, full jet reonstrution is not pratial in
Au+Au ollisions, so the omparisons with Au+Au must be done using inlusive partile
yields and di-hadron and N-hadron orrelations.
This study presents the rst full jet reonstrution at RHIC and reports jT
distributions from p+p ollisions and kT measurements in p+p and d+Au ollisions.
jT haraterizes the transverse shape of a jet. kT measures the transverse momentum
of a parton within a nuleon or nuleus, and its growth from p+p to nulear ollisions
is believed to ontribute to the Cronin eet [2℄. Comparisons are also made to jT and
kT results inferred from di-hadron orrelations.
The STAR detetor is well suited for investigating jet prodution at RHIC, due to
the omplete φ overage and large η overage of the TPC and EMC. The STAR Barrel
EMC data used in this study provide neutral energy inluding π0 deay photons. The
barrel EMC during the 2003 RHIC run measured neutral energy in the range 0 < η < 1.
The 2400 towers eah overed an angular area of ∆η × ∆φ = 0.05 × 0.05. The barrel
‡ For the full author list and aknowledgements see Appendix "Collaborations" in this volume.
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EMC was read out in minimum bias events. It was also used to trigger on high tower
events, where one of the towers was above a ertain energy threshold, e.g. ET > 2.5
GeV. This high tower triggered event sample ontains a muh larger fration of jets
than the minimum bias event sample.
This analysis uses two dierent algorithms that reonstrut a jet by apturing the
spray of fragmenting partiles in a geometri one. One enters the one on the most
energeti hadrons in the event, while the other optimizes the one diretion to maximize
the inluded energy. Care must be taken when reonstruting jets in d+Au ollisions,
to ensure that an algorithm is robust at high multipliity.
Measurement of jet energy requires orretions for harged partile energy
deposition in the EMC, for the nite eienies of the TPC and EMC, and for the
unmeasured energy arried by long-lived neutral partiles (n, KL, ...). It is also possible
for the jet reonstrution algorithm to miss soft partiles. The total energy sale
orretion applied is about 1/0.8 for minimum bias events, and 1/0.86 for high tower
events, and is derived from Pythia Monte Carlo Simulations.
A sample of Pythia events proessed by the STAR detetor simulator was analyzed
in the same fashion as the data. For jets with measured ET < 9 GeV, the Pythia
simulations ompare well with the data. Understanding the higher ET jet distributions
is still in progress, though low to moderate ET jets dominate average quantities suh as
〈ET 〉 and 〈jT 〉.
2. Inlusive Jet Studies
The omponent of the hadron mo-
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Figure 1. p+p jet jT
Jet jT distributions for two hadron pT thresholds.
Histograms are Pythia Monte Carlo events pro-
essed by the STAR detetor simulator. The Pythia
urve for hadron pT > 2.0 GeV/ has been arbitrar-
ily normalized for omparison purposes.
mentum perpendiular to the jet thrust
axis is given by:
jT =
√
p2h − ( ~ph· ~pj)
2
p2j
,
where ~ph and ~pj represent the momentum
of the hadron and jet, respetively. The
formula shows that while jT is related
to the fragmentation of the jet and
dependent on the jet thrust axis, it is not
dependent on the jet energy sale.
Figure 1 shows the jT distributions
from jets in p+p ollisions with observed
ET > 5 GeV, for both the Monte Carlo and the min bias data. For hadron pT > 2.0
GeV/, the data and the Monte Carlo agree within 4%. For harged hadrons with
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Figure 2. The left panel shows the p+p di-jet ∆φ distribution at
√
s = 200 GeV. The
right panel shows omparison to the world data [3℄ for 〈pT 〉pair as a funtion of
√
s.
pT > 2.0 GeV/, 〈jT 〉 = 515± 50sys MeV/.
3. Di-jet Studies
The di-jet opening angle is one of the basi observables obtained from di-jet events. For
di-jets, ∆φ = π in leading order QCD. Gluon radiation broadens ∆φ, whih is measured
by the per-parton root mean square kT ≡
√
〈k2T 〉 = 〈ET 〉 sin σ∆φ. When reonstruting
di-jets, one trigger jet with observed ET > 7 GeV is reonstruted from both neutral
and harged hadrons using the high tower whih triggered the event. This establishes
the di-jet energy sale, but also restrits the jet to positive η, due to the barrel EMC
aeptane. The other away jet is reonstruted using harged partiles only, allowing
the away jet to range −0.5 < η < 0.5. This mixes both symmetri and asymmetri
partoni ollisions into the sample, just as in high-pT inlusive yields.
The left panel of gure 2 shows the di-jet ∆φ distribution for p+p ollisions. For
these reonstruted p+p di-jets, the orreted jet energy sale is 〈ET 〉 = 13.0 ± 0.7sys
GeV. Using the jet energy sale and the overall detetor resolution obtained from Pythia
simulations, the intrinsi
√〈k2T 〉 = 2.3 ± 0.4±0.671.11 GeV/. The right panel of gure 2
shows the STAR p+p di-jet 〈pT 〉pair =
√
π
2
〈k2T 〉 ompared with world data [3℄. The
left panel of Figure 3 shows the di-jet ∆φ distribution for d+Au ollisions. Taking
k2Tobs = k
2
Tpp
+ k2Tnucl, we nd the
√〈
k2Tnucl
〉
= 2.8± 1.2± 1.0 GeV/ in d+Au ollisions.
The major systemati unertainties are the jet energy sale in p+p and d+Au, the
detetor resolution, and treatment of the bakground in the di-jet ∆φ distributions.
The present unertainties are onservative estimates, and the apability exists at STAR
for future improvement of all the kT measurements.
A omplementary di-hadron analysis at STAR orrelates high ET photons measured
with the EMC and harged partiles found in the TPC. Photons provide signiant
advantages sine the high tower trigger selets the events of interest. The right panel
of Figure 3 shows the results for d+Au ollisions with two dierent thresholds for
the trigger photon ET . The di-hadron orrelation strength inreases and the width
narrows as the trigger photon ET is inreased. The inreased ET also permits higher
assoiated partile thresholds, whih redues the bakground. When applied to Au+Au
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ollisions, this tehnique will provide muh leaner separation of jet-like orrelations
from anisotropi ow (v2) ompared to previous studies with harged trigger partiles
[4℄. The di-hadron analysis nds that preliminary values for 〈jT 〉 = 450 ± 40 ± 150
MeV/ and
√〈k2T 〉 = (1.9±0.2±0.3)/ 〈z〉 GeV/, where 〈z〉, the average fragmentation
fration of the trigger photon, is estimated to be the range 0.6 ∼ 0.8. Within present
systemati unertainties, the jet analysis results and the di-hadron results agree. For
additional details, see [5℄.
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Figure 3. The left panel shows the d+Au di-jet ∆φ distribution at
√
s = 200 GeV.
∆φd+Au = 0.31± 0.05± 0.06. The right panel shows d+Au di-hadron ∆φ from [5℄.
4. Conlusion
Jets have been reonstruted in both p+p and d+Au ollisions. The p+p jets have
been used to measure both jT and kT . The jT results agree with the Monte Carlo
simulation studies. The d+Au kTnucl value, though having large unertainty, is in line
with the expetation from previous experiments [6℄ indiating that kTnucl is substantial
ompared with kTpp. The 〈jT 〉 and
√
〈k2T 〉 results from full jet reonstrution agree
well with similar measurements using di-hadron orrelations. In addition to reduing
unertainties, future analysis will fous on jet and di-jet ross setions in p+p and d+Au
ollisions, as well as RdAu for jets (partons).
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